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ESP features
Volume projection features
•
•

•
•
•

ESP analyzes volume in great detail, from whole hours down to as detailed as every 15
minutes.
Build volume projections based on historical volume taking multiple factors into account
such as:
o Special events
o Weather
o Seasonal changes in sales
o Promotional events
o Other factors that influence sales briefly
Eliminates high and low values for each time period (15, 30, 60 minutes) so that the
factors above are eliminated, leaving an average that is more accurate.
Allows for manual adjustments to individual times, or entire day/week in a single entry.
Maintains all historical data for as long as needed. Old data can be purged at any time.

Positioning features
•
•
•
•
•

After making the volume projection, ESP projects labour requirements for multiple tasks
(stations) up to the detail level chosen by the user (15, 30 or 60 minutes).
Shifts are then created to fulfill exactly the labour requirement for each station based on
the shift lengths requested by the user, thus eliminating excess labour.
Since volume changes daily and weekly, the shifts are automatically adjusted daily and
weekly to ensure optimal labour use.
Volume can be measured by sales, customer counts, item counts, or any other unit that
can be measured in the detail needed (15, 30, 60 minutes).
Multiple department capability allows for multiple points of sale within the same business
operation.

Employee features
•

•
•
•
•

Employees are assigned to the shifts that are created based on their availability,
qualification for the stations needed, and other factors specified by the user, such as
balancing of hours, skill level, rotation to different stations or shifts, and wage.
Fixed shifts (core shifts ESP will not change) can be assigned either to no particular
employee, or to a specific employee.
Variable shifts are scheduled around the fixed shifts so no labour is wasted.
Employee requests for days off, vacation or changes to their available work hours are
easily accommodated.
Two complete availabilities for each employee make it easy to switch during seasonal
changes (i.e. students out of school for the summer)

Templates
•

Templates for new installations can be created using the MDB file and populating it with
bare minimum data, then placing it in the templates folder with the file extension “.ESP”
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The ESP Home page
This is the main “Places” panel
that lets you navigate to
anywhere you want. Click the
item you wish to open.

The task groups are how you
navigate through the various
forms and charts. When you click
on a group the options in that
group appear on the left panel.

The Ribbon contains all the
most important tools you
need. It changes with each
form to offer you only the
correct tools.

The date of the
current schedule
is always
displayed here.

The checklist helps you
ensure you complete
everything in the correct
sequence. Use it to keep
yourself organized.
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Stations
•

The ID column should be something simple and easy to remember

•

The required rating allows you to affect the quality of the crew that are scheduled. However it is only
effective if your employee ratings are accurate and up to date. Generally a rating of 2.0 works well for
most stations. In the schedule preferences chart you can specify how ratings work. Is 1 better than 4, or
is 4 better than 1

•

You can use two special ratings: The Coach rating allows you to designate those employees who are
exceptionally good. ESP will try to schedule poor employees at the same time as a Coach, to help them
improve. The Trainee rating allows you to designate employees who are not experienced. ESP will try to
make sure that Trainees are scheduled at the same time as a coach to help them improve. Trainee’s will
never be scheduled to work alone at their station.

•

Type: This allows you to tell ESP what type of position it is. Floor crew are counted as regular crew
people. Other crew are counted as people who will not be helping run the business and serve the
customers. (Maintenance people for example) Floor manager is a manager who is helping supervise
the crew people, and will be counted in the crew to manager ratio in the statistics. Other manager is
not counted as part of the crew/management ratio. They are doing administrative tasks. Shift manager
may only be assigned to one position. The shift manager is the person responsible for the entire
operation when they are working.

•

Use the Move Station UP / DOWN arrows on the Ribbon to organize your stations in the order you want
them to appear on your schedule

•

Group: Assign what general type of work this station involves. This feature is used to determine where
managers should be assigned to work, when there are excess managers scheduled.
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Stations – Advanced
•

Use the Advanced button at the bottom of the Stations chart to override the rating for
important high volume sales periods.

•

Shown below is an example. In this example we have asked that the average rating of
employees working in the kitchen be improved to 1.5 instead of 2.0 during the important
weekend breakfast period. We have also improved the rating in Drive-Thru to 1.5 during
the important weekend lunch period.

•

Don’t set up too many rating overrides. If you don’t have enough experienced employees
then ESP cannot satisfy your request. ESP will not leave a shift unassigned just because it
cannot find a person with a good enough rating. It will fill the shift with who is available
even if their rating does not meet your preference on this chart.
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Hours of operation
•

The opening and closing times should be set to the times you open and close to the
public. If you are open 24 hours then both must be set to 4:00am (this is not
configurable)

•

If your Drive-Thru is open longer than your lobby you set the close time to the time your
Drive-Thru closes.

•

The last shift is the latest time of day that you will allow a shift to begin. Shifts that are
overnight are not affected by this setting since they are all fixed.

•

In some jurisdictions young employees who are students may only work late at night a
limited number of times per week. What is the definition of “late”? In the “close shift”
column you enter your definition of “late”. ESP will count how many times per week each
employee works past this time.

•

Use the Openers and Closers tabs to specify how many employees are required to come
in before you open for business to help set up and how many employees are required
after closing time to help clean up. You may only use variable labour stations in this
section. Leave this blank if you are open 24 hours.

•
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Shift lengths
•

Use this chart to define what shift lengths you want to use. Remember that the shift
length must fit within the times you set up. For example if you want to use 8 hour shifts,
then the chart cannot be in effect only from 6:00am to 9:00am because that is only a 3
hour period.

•

Use multiple overlapping charts to ensure you get the exact shift lengths you desire. In
particular it is often necessary to have one chart in effect early in the morning until shortly
after lunch that allows only longer shifts for your opening crew, then another chart that
starts mid-morning (e.g. 10:00am) that allows shorter shifts for your lunch/dinner staff.

•

Assign each shift length that you wish to use, a rating from 1 to 10. A rating of 1 means
that this shift length is a very good choice. A rating of 10 means it is a very poor choice
but it is still permitted. Any shift lengths that you do not wish to use should not be
entered at all.

•

If the shift lengths for a number of days and times are the same, combine them onto one
chart. Do not use a different chart for each day if the shift lengths you use are the same.

•

Any time there are no shift lengths specified, ESP will not generate any shifts unless they
are fixed shifts.
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Shift lengths – Advanced
•

Use the Advanced button on the shift lengths form to specify if there are times of the day
when you will not allow shifts to start or times when shifts may not end.

•

In the example shown we have specified that no shifts are permitted to start between
2:00pm and 3:45pm because students who work in the evening can’t get to work before
4:00pm. Since we only selected the “Do not start” option, shifts may end during this
period.

•

Use this chart with caution; too many restrictions will cause bad schedules and over
scheduling. It is usually best to leave this chart blank and allow ESP to generate the shifts
as they are needed.
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Breaks
•

This chart is used to define what breaks your employees are entitled to.

•

You must set up breaks for each of the labour categories that you have defined

•

For each break you define you must specify the shortest and longest shift length that is
entitled to have this break.

•

Use the check box on the right side to specify if the employee is being paid during their
break.

•

The example below defines the following breaks

•

o

Shifts less than 4 hours do not get any break.

o

Shifts from 4.0 hours up to 4.75 hours will get a 15 minute paid break.

o

Shifts from 5.0 hours to 8.0 hours get a 30 minute unpaid break

o

Shifts from 7.0 hours to 8.0 hours get an additional 20 minute unpaid break

No breaks have been define for shift lengths longer than 8 hours so if you scheduled a
shift longer than 8 hours they would get no breaks. Be sure to cover all possible shift
lengths that you would use.
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Labour categories
•

This chart allows you to set up all your labour categories. The bottom status line tells you
how many employees are assigned to the current category.

•

There are three sections to this chart:
o
o
o

Day definitions
Assignment limits
Additional

•

Day definitions allows you to define what days are weekdays or weekends, it also allows
you to specify what days are school days if this labour category is going to be used for
students.

•

Assignment limits allows you to set up limits to the number of hours and days that
these employees may work. Be generous in your limits. You do not want to make too
many restrictions that will make it harder to complete your schedule.

•

Additional allows some special options that only apply in some countries.

•

Note: When ESP assigns the shifts it compares the assignment limits in the labour category,
to the assignment limits in the individual employees file. When the two are different ESP
will always use the lower of the two limits.
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Labour categories – Assignment limits
•

The LIMITS tab allows you to set limits on how many hours and how many shifts
employees may work. You can also set limits on how early and how late they may work.

•

It is important to remember that these limits will be applied to ALL employees who
belong to this labour category. If the limits in an employee’s personal profile are different
from their labour category, then the lower of the two limits will always apply.

•

The labour category restrictions are designed to be used to enforce legal limits applied by
your government in your country or region, OR limits enforced by your company.
Therefore you must be sure not to make entries are more restrictive than needed.
Otherwise ESP will not be able to find employees to fill shifts.
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Labour categories – Additional
The ADDITIONAL tab allows you to create additional rules that you wish to apply to each of the
labour categories. Each of these additional rules will apply only in a few countries so you should
not implement additional rules that do not apply.
•

The first section deals with some additional rules about rest periods and maximum hours
in a day. These options are rarely needed.

•

The second section is where you tell ESP if it should add an additional amount to the
labour cost it calculates to take into account paid vacations for employees.

•

The third section is where you can specify if you allow split shifts. Split shifts means two
shifts in one day which are separated by several hours. (example: 08:00-13:00 and again
from 16:00-19:00) You must specify the minimum and maximum hours allowed between
the two shifts.

•

The last section is where you can ask ESP to automatically move an employee to a
different labour category when they reach a specific age. (For example minors become
adults at age 18)
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Preferences
•

This chart lets you tell ESP what your preferences are for assigning shifts. What factors are most
important and what are least important. Use the slider bars to indicate your preference. Slide the
bars to the right to increase the importance, and to the left to decrease the importance.

•

This chart is also where you specify if you are using sales or transactions to measure the volume of
your business.

•

You also select your preferred rating scale. Is 1 better than 4 or worse than 4. This refers to the skill
level of the employees.

•

The “Gross sales adjustment” is used when the sales entered into the volume history include local
tax. The statistics will divide the total sales by the number you enter here to calculate net sales

•

The “Enable management /crew substitution when crew:manager ratio is greater than or equal to:”
option tells ESP if it should determine when too many managers are working. If ESP detects too
many managers it can automatically reassign one or more of the managers to employee positions
and remove an employee shift. This feature helps reduce labour hours when there are extra
managers working.

•

The option to ensure a single shift manager is working, allows you to ensure you have one manager
working at all times who is responsible for the entire business operation. You specify the minimum
number of hours they must be in the shift manager position.
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RULES
•

The Rule Settings tab lets you specify what rules you are allowed to violate when you are
manually editing your schedule.

•

ESP will never violate rules but as the manager you may wish to temporarily assign shifts
that break some rules.
o

If a rule is checked then this means you are permitted to manually violate this
rule when editing your schedule. Shifts with these rule violations will turn RED on
the editing screen to warn you. However they are permitted and ESP will let you
proceed.

o

If a rule is not checked, this means you may not manually violate this rule and
you will not be permitted to print your schedule if it contains any of this type of
violation. Printing will be disabled until you correct the violation. Shifts with this
type of violation will appear ORANGE to indicate to you that this must be
corrected or you cannot print, or email your schedules.
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Positioning guides
•

These are the most important charts in the program. They determine how many people
will be scheduled at each station based upon your sales or transactions.

•

Each new row on the chart should only have one more person than the row above it.
Adding 2 or more people may lead to wasted labour.

•

Use the productivity column on the far right to help you create a chart that has
productivity that increases steadily and smoothly. It should never be lower than the row
above it or you may be wasting labour.

•

Only variable labour positions will appear on this chart.

•

Multiple charts. If there are times when your productivity level is significantly different
then you will need to use a different positioning guide (e.g. full time versus part time
staff) Your average check may also influence the need to use a different chart for different
days.

•

The AR field is used to let ESP know how much under scheduling you will tolerate when it
encounters a very short and dramatic increase in sales. For example during a lunch
rush, ESP often cannot schedule the exact amount of labour needed without wasting
labour before and after the rush since the rush is too short. Setting the AR to 0 for the
lowest sales, 1 for medium sales, and 2-3 for high or very high sales usually works well.

•

The Graph can be used to visualize the productivity on your chart. A well designed chart
will have a nice smooth upward curve. The yellow curve is your chart, the blue curve is the
ideal chart if you average out the bumps in your chart.

•

Press the Optimize labour button to have ESP automatically adjust your sales values to
match the green curve.

•

Add new guides or delete unused guides by clicking the Add and Delete guide buttons
on the Ribbon.

•

You may use the “Adjust rates by” option on the Ribbon to increase or decrease all the
sales/transaction rates at once. This will increase or decrease the productivity on your
chart and is a quick way to adjust your schedule.
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Note the yellow line which represents the productivity on the existing
positioning guide. The blue line is what it will be if you click the Optimize labor
button on the Ribbon.
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Fixed shifts
•

This chart shows all the fixed shifts on your schedule. It lists both types of fixed shifts.
o

Fixed shifts that have not been assigned to a specific employee so ESP will find a
qualified employee to fill it.

o

Fixed shifts that have already been specifically assigned to an employee. This type
of fixed shift will also appear in the employees personal file.

•

Using the TAB key you can very quickly add additional shifts because ESP memorizes the
details and fills them automatically when you add the next shift. As soon as you type the
name, ESP fills all the rest in for you. Just press tab until you are back at the beginning to
start a new entry.

•

Click the Expand/Contract all button to view all the shifts, or just the daily summary.

•

The number of fixed shifts is listed beside the name of the day. The weekly total is listed
at the bottom.

•

Use the GROUP BY button on the Ribbon to group the shifts by day of the week, by
employee name, or by the Type of station (manager, crew etc)

•

Use the TEMP check box only if you wish to make this a temporary fixed shift. If you do
this, you must specify the date range when it will be scheduled. ESP will automatically
assume the current week only, so if that is correct you don’t need to change anything.
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Editing your schedule
There are many options available to you to help you prepare the best possible schedule.
Click the arrow to get an expanded view showing the Projected and Actual labour for each hour.

Click on the black
arrow to simply
choose any
employee from the
drop down list.

Click on the small
(…) icon to get an
on-call list showing
who the best choice
is for this shift.

To scroll up and down
through the schedule click
anywhere in the grid area
and not the shift information
on the left; then use the
wheel on your mouse.
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Tips for analysing your schedule
•

From the home page click on the Summary tab to get some quick statistics about your
schedule.

•

The editing time is a good indicator of how much time spent editing the schedule.
However anytime you have the on-screen line bar open this counts as editing time so it
may be reporting more time than you actually spent. For example if you walk away from
the computer while the editing screen is open, and then come back 5 minutes later, those
5 minutes are added to your editing time.

•

The shifts added/deleted/modified is a good indicator of the true “amount” of editing
you did. The lower the number the better your schedule setup.

•

Any problems in the Warnings section should be resolved immediately to prevent future
scheduling problems.

•

The LOG tab keeps a record of various activities for troubleshooting. Things such as when
data was imported, when email was sent, when schedules were edited and more.
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Evaluating your schedule
The best test of how well you have set up ESP is to compare your final edited schedule with an
unedited, newly-generated schedule: There should be very little difference between the two. In
general, you shouldn't be performing major surgery on your computer-produced schedule; your
editing should be confined to minor touch ups. Download and use our ESP score card tool from
our website to help track your performance.
The first thing to do is generate a new schedule and, without doing any editing, immediately
record the daily and weekly hours used in the spaces below under Newly generated schedule.
Now do all the editing to your schedule that is necessary. Once you have finished all your editing,
and you are ready to post the schedule record the daily and weekly hours used in the spaces
below, under Finished schedule.
An acceptable variance between the two is between 3% - 5% (+ or -). If your variance is greater,
you should review all the charts in the program to ensure that they accurately reflect the
scheduling needs in your store. In particular your positioning guides and your shift length charts
have a major impact on the number of hours scheduled.
You should also review the number of unscheduled shifts. An average store that is well-staffed
with flexible employees can expect between 5-10 unscheduled shifts per week. A higher volume
store, or a store that is experiencing staffing shortages, can expect a higher number.

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Weekly
total

Newly generated
schedule
Finished schedule
Difference
% difference
# unscheduled
shifts
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Additional resources
Send us a copy of your ESP data and we will send you back an in-depth report. We will generate a
number of different scenarios using various settings and send you a complete report of our
findings, including tips to help you produce better schedules in less time.
When you send us your data, be sure you have completely finished your schedule for the current
week, and have completed all of your editing. Try to choose a "typical" week, and avoid sending
us your data during unusual dates that include special activities or holidays.
You can send us your data by e-mail. You must compress your database in ZIP format and then
send it to us by e-mail. Our e-mail address is: support@thoughtworksinc.com Be sure to
include a message with your e-mail that tells us who you are, your store number etc, and the
reason you are sending us your data file. Please explain details of any problem you are
experiencing. We will respond as quickly as possible.
Note sure where your data file is located? It’s easy. Just open ESP as you normally do and click on
FILE on the menu. The location of your database will be displayed on the top right where is says
FILE NAME

Visit our web site
Our web site includes the latest updates to ESP, utility programs, our latest newsletter,
documentation and dozens of tips and tricks for using ESP effectively. Our address is:

https://www.thoughtworksinc.com
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Weekly Checklist
Done


Description
From the Home page click on “Start a new schedule” on the Ribbon. Review the date to ensure
it is for the correct week, and click OK.

❑

Review hours of operation. Take into account any holidays, changes in your hours, and changes
in your openers/closers requirements.

❑

Enter actual sales (TC’s) from last week. (Main – Volume History) Verify correct date.

❑

If importing sales automatically, verify they were successfully imported
Always add comments to volume history to aid with projecting sales in the future
Calculate Volume Projection (Main – Volume projection)

❑

Be sure to plan ahead. Decide what method you will use to project (Use previous weeks, or
previous years?)
Add new employees you have hired. If employees are imported from payroll, be sure to verify
they are correct and complete.

❑

Enter a release date for any employees who have left, or if they are released through payroll
verify they have been released properly.

❑

Select which availability you want ESP to use for each labour category.

❑

(Staffing – availability options) Do this before performing your time off requests
Perform your employee time off requests (Main – Time off requests)

❑

Perform current week requests first, then future weeks last.
Make any other changes to employees as needed. Make permanent availability changes, update
station ratings etc.

❑

Enter fixed shifts, including managers schedule (Main – fixed shifts). When entering a full month
of managers schedules it is best to enter all shifts for one week at a time. Then do the next
week. ESP memorizes dates so it is easiest to do a full week at one time, and not each managers
full month.

❑

In addition to managers shifts review all other fixed shift for accuracy.
If you are using the Team concept, review team availabilities and restrictions. Be sure to adjust
day restricted if you are using this to rotate days off between teams.

❑

Generate the new schedule. (Schedule) then click “Generate schedule”

❑

Edit your schedule (Schedule)

❑

Print your schedule (Reports – Schedule reports) If you are also e-mailing your employees their
personal schedule, review the template and update the message if required (Reports – E-mail
reports)

❑

Make a weekly backup of your data to a removable drive for safekeeping.

❑
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